Bioinformatics II, Spring 2006:
Some questions.

Name: ___________________________ ID: ______________________.
Email address: ____________________.

What is your field?
Statistics    Comp. Sci/Eng.    Life Sci    Other (specify)
Give a short description of your research interests:

If you are NOT a statistician:
Evaluate your statistics background None limited fair good excellent
Give a short description of the courses/experiences through which you learned statistics.

If you are NOT a computer scientist:
Evaluate your computing skills None limited fair good excellent
Give a short description of the courses/experiences through which you acquired computing skills.
If you are NOT in the life sciences:
Evaluate your genetics/genomic background  None limited fair good excellent
Give a short description of the courses/experiences through which you learned genetics/genomic.

Are you familiar with (check all that apply):

- Perl
- C
- C++
- Other (specify) . . . . . .
- Matlab
- S+ (or R)
- Other (specify) . . . . . .
- Statistics packages (Minitab, Gauss, else)
- Specify . . . . . . . . . . .

What do you expect to gain from this course?

List any concerns or suggestions that may help us, as we start with the course: